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Interpretation
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This product shows the night-time surface temperature as
measured using an airborne thermal infra-red camera. While
ground measurements can provide only local information, an
airborne survey allows complete coverage of a much larger area.
This information can be used to locate high temperature
anomalies that potentially relate to subsurface coal fires in mining
areas. Repeat-measurements can support monitoring of known
coal fires and their severity, as well as locating new fires. Such
analysis can take advantage of ground stability data, by linking
collapse structures to high temperature events to provide a better
understanding of the subsurface conditions (see upper left map
inset).
Data processing and product compilation was done by KOPANO.
The measured temperatures were validated against ground
survey reference measurements of different land-cover types.
The product relates to indicators G4
Geotechnical Hazards and Accidents:
Underground and mining waste deposit
fires.
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EO Data Sources
Thermal imagery © CGS, acquired by Kopano, pre-processed by Kopano & DLR
© CGS, acquired and pre-processed by Southern Mapping
LiDAR DEM
Aerial photograph © CGS, acquired and pre-processed by Southern Mapping

Framework
The EO-MINERS project (Earth Observation for Monitoring and Observing
Environmental and Societal Impacts of Mineral Resources Exploration and
Exploitation) is running with financial support from the European
Commission under the Seventh Framework Programme, FP7-ENV-2009-1,
Grant Agreement No 244242.
Whilst this product is realised to the best of our ability using the available
resources, the producers are not liable for its content or consequences
arising from its use.
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For more information regarding this product and the EO-MINERS project
please visit www.eo-miners.eu.
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